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Brussels, 29 March 2019 – 08 a.m. CET 

KBC Group clarifies remuneration of CEO and 
Executive Committee following publication of 
2018 annual report 
 
 
In its annual report, KBC Group NV provides transparent information concerning the salary and 
other remuneration received by the members of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee 
for the past financial year.  
The Remuneration Committee – with the assistance of specialist members of staff – monitors and 
regularly checks the remuneration policy to see whether it complies with changes in the law, the 
Corporate Governance Code, and prevailing market practices and trends. The many statutory and 
regulatory provisions imposed on financial institutions create a highly restrictive framework that 
offers little scope for KBC to pursue its own policy in this regard. What's more, that policy needs 
to be consistent with healthy and effective risk management, and the incentives in the system 
must not promote risks.  
 
General framework  

The policy for remunerating members of senior management (the Board of Directors, Executive Committee, 
top management and 'risk takers') is published in the KBC Remuneration Policy. It contains a number of 
group-wide principles relating primarily to the variable remuneration component. The main principles 
stipulate that:  

• variable remuneration must always comprise a profit-related component (at least 10% of which is 
based on the results of the KBC group – not applicable to ČSOB employees in the Czech Republic on 
account of this being explicitly prohibited by the Czech National Bank) and a performance-related 
component;  
• 50% of variable remuneration (60% if it exceeds 200 000 euros) for the members of the Executive 
Committee and for senior general managers may not be paid immediately, but spread over a period 
of five years;  
• half of the total amount of variable remuneration be awarded in the form of equity-related 
instruments (phantom stocks) so that the longer-term effects of the policy on the value of the KBC 
group can also be reflected in the variable remuneration component (the variable remuneration 
component, including the deferred part, is only acquired when this can be reconciled with the 
financial situation of the entire institution and with the performance of the KBC group); 
• no advance payments may be made in relation to the variable component and clawback/holdback 
provisions are in place in certain circumstances, meaning that action can be taken regarding payment 
of deferred amounts that have still to be acquired or variable remuneration already acquired can 
exceptionally be clawed back; 
• the variable remuneration component may not exceed half of the fixed component;  
• variable remuneration be capped at a nominal 750 000 euros;  

Clarification   
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• the criteria for assessing the performance of the EC member responsible for the risk function may 
not refer in any way to the results of the KBC group;  
• at least one of the criteria used for assessing the performance of senior management must always 
relate to risk;  
• at least 10% of variable remuneration awarded to top management must also be subject to the 
achievement of targets that have been agreed beforehand in relation to the group's sustainability 
policy.  
 

Details and background information on the remuneration for the CEO, the members of the Executive 
Committee and the Board of Directors of KBC Group NV are provided in the 'Remuneration report for financial 
year 2018' section of the KBC Group Annual Report for 2018, which is available at www.kbc.com. The amounts 
stated in it are gross amounts and subject to standard income tax.   
 

Remuneration paid to the President and the other members of the Executive Committee  

A summary table has been included at the end of this press release. For more details, please refer to the 
'Remuneration report for financial year 2018' section of the KBC Group Annual Report for 2018. 

In accordance with the KBC group’s remuneration policy, individual remuneration paid to Executive 
Committee members comprises: 

- a fixed monthly emolument;  
- an annual variable emolument comprising: 

- an individual component, the amount of which is related to each individual member's performance 
and to the example they set in respecting the KBC group's values  
- a performance-related component, the amount of which depends on the performance of the 
Executive Committee as a whole and on the performance of the institution  

 
A risk-adjustment mechanism (called a ‘risk gateway’) is used to set the variable remuneration. It comprises 
a number of capital and liquidity parameters that have to be met before the variable remuneration 
component may be awarded. If one or more of these parameters are not met, not only will this 
remuneration component not be awarded, but payment of deferred amounts relating to previous years 
will be suspended in that year, too.  
 
For members of the Executive Committee, the individual component is set on the basis of an assessment of 
the performance of the member in question The Board of Directors awards each member of the Executive 
Committee a score for each of the five aspects of KBC's corporate culture (PEARL: Performance, 
Empowerment, Accountability, Responsiveness and Local Embeddedness) and the core value of being 
Respectful. The aggregate score for these six aspects ultimately determines the size of the individual 
variable emolument.  

On the advice of the Remuneration Committee, the Board sets the performance-related variable 
component on the basis of an assessment of a number of pre-agreed criteria relating to the performances 
of the Executive Committee and the company. These criteria are centred on four broad areas, viz. 
implementing strategy, realising financial plans, strengthening the risk control environment, and the 
satisfaction of all stakeholders (staff, clients, the Board and society). The performance of the Executive 
Committee in each of these four areas determines the size of the performance-related component (with 
each area accounting for 25% of the final outcome).  

• As regards implementing strategy – besides achieving any specific targets – the main focus is on 
what has been achieved in terms of client centricity, sustainability and encouraging responsible 
conduct, and innovation (preparing for the digital revolution).  

http://www.kbc.com/
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• The criteria for assessing whether the financial plans have been achieved comprise a number of 
financial parameters (return, profit, capital, and cost of credit), but also an assessment of the 
progress made in further implementing the bank-insurance model and income diversification.  
• Strengthening the risk control environment is assessed based on stated liquidity, capital and funding 
criteria, implementing recommendations made by audit and the regulator, and the degree to which 
the quality of data has improved.  
• Stakeholder satisfaction is assessed on the basis of the results from the client and employee 
satisfaction surveys and on the progress made in the area of sustainability.  
 

This assessment of all these criteria is reflected in a percentage between 0% and 100% that is applied to the 
maximum performance-related variable emolument. The size of the variable emolument, therefore, 
depends to a very small extent on achieving financial results. Risk management, stakeholder 
management and sustainability are aspects that are at least equally important in this regard.    

• The performance-related variable component for the President of the Executive Committee is set 
between 0 and 450 000 euros and the individual variable component between 0 and 160 000 euros. 
Based on the advice of the Remuneration Committee, the Board decided that – for 2018 – Johan 
Thijs should be awarded a performance-related variable emolument of 423 000 euros and an 
individual variable emolument of 152 000 euros; 

• The limits for these components are 275 000 euros and 100 000 euros, respectively, for the other 
members of the Executive Committee. Based on the advice of the Remuneration Committee, the 
Board decided that they should be awarded performance-related variable remuneration for 2018 
that equalled 258 500 euros (265 375 euros for the CRO). Individual variable emolument figures are 
given in the relevant table in the KBC Group Annual Report for 2018 (under 'Remuneration report 
for financial year 2018'). 

Half of the variable remuneration (i.e. both the performance-related and individual components) for 
members of the Executive Committee is paid in cash and the other half is awarded in the form of phantom 
stocks whose value is linked to the price of the KBC share.  

With effect from 1 January 2017, payment of the cash component and allocation of the phantom stocks is 
spread over six years, with 40% being paid/allocated in the first year and the rest spread equally over the 
next five years (from 2020 to 2024 inclusive). These stocks must be retained for one year after being 
allocated.  

The remuneration package awarded to members of the Executive Committee does not include a long-term 
bonus.  

 

As in 2016 and 2017, the remuneration awarded to non-executive directors in remained unchanged.  

The remuneration paid to non-executive directors consists solely of an annual fixed component (non-
performance-related and non-results-based) plus the fee received for each meeting attended. Attendance 
fees constitute the main element of this remuneration package. If meetings coincide with Board meetings of 
KBC Bank and/or KBC Insurance, the attendance fee will be paid just once to directors sitting on more than 
one of these Boards.  

The chairman and deputy chairman of the Board of Directors, and the directors sitting on the Audit 
Committee or the Risk & Compliance Committee, receive a different remuneration package that comprises 
solely a fixed component, which is set separately by the Remuneration Committee and approved by the 
Board. The members of the Executive Committee who also sit on the Board as executive directors did not 
receive either a fixed remuneration or any attendance fees. 
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Pension arrangements, disability cover and death cover  

The members of the Executive Committee have a separate defined contribution plan that is funded entirely 
by KBC. When drawing up this plan, account was taken of the fact that the career of a member (and 
especially the President) of the Executive Committee is shorter than that of an average employee. In the 
pension formula, therefore, the first ten years that an individual sits on the Executive Committee are the 
ones in which a significant part of the supplementary pension is built up. The pension plan also includes a 
death benefit and an invalidity benefit.  

 
Remuneration policy for the next two financial years 

It is not the intention at present to make any changes to the remuneration system for non-executive 
directors or to the system for the CEO and the other members of the Executive Committee. 

However, the remuneration paid to the CEO and the members of the Executive Committee has been index-
linked since 1 January 2019. With effect from that year, the fixed component will accordingly amount to 1 
250 000 euros for the CEO (and 853 000 euros for the members of the Executive Committee), while the 
maximum performance-related variable component will be 450 000 euros (275 000 euros) and the 
maximum individual variable component 175 000 euros (108 000 euros). 

 

Summary table (see the 'Remuneration report for financial year 2018' section of the KBC Group Annual 
Report for 2018, p166). 
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KBC press releases are available at 
www.kbc.com or can be obtained by sending an 
e-mail to pressofficekbc@kbc.be 

Follow us on www.twitter.com/kbc_group 

Stay up-to-date on all innovative solutions at  

https://www.kbc.com/en/innovation-2019 
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